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Throughout the Cold War, the Soviet threat drove long-range plan-
ning—indeed, it drove all planning—in the defense community. In
essence, we projected the Soviet threat and matched it or developed
competitive strategies to counter it. It is hardly an overstatement to

claim that we did not plan for, but rather programmed against, a projected
threat. Since the Soviet Union invested steadily in its military machine, the
pace of U.S. military innovation was fueled by threat-based obsolescence—
new weapons were introduced into the force because the old ones were
deemed to be incapable of coping with new Soviet weaponry.

With that threat as the fulcrum, scenarios became the dominant form
of defense planning.1 Geopolitical scenarios were used to test strategies for
containing Soviet-led communism, and war gaming provided the means for
structuring U.S. and allied forces. Given relative certainty in terms of who
constituted the threat and the context in which the Armed Forces were ex-
pected to operate, geopolitical assumptions in scenarios were generally
taken as reasonable expectations. This Cold War consensus, of course, un-
derlay the utility of scenario-based planning as a credible means of examin-
ing and justifying force structure and projected defense programs.

With the demise of a monolithic threat, planners might do well to discard their scenario-based tools that are geared
to identifying specific military requirements. What they need is a flexible method of long-range defense planning
against generic threats. To be farsighted planners should focus on missions likely to arise 18 to 20 years from now.
Given that acquisition decisions made today will result in fielding weapon systems which can endure for forty years
and that the mindsets of the leaders of 2010 have already been shaped, it is time to apply the mission-pull 
approach developed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense. Partially used by the Joint Requirements Oversight
Council and the Commission on the Roles and Missions of the Armed Forces, this new approach offers an analytic
tool that is especially suited to the defense budgeting process.

Summary
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In the post-Cold War world the case for
scenario-based planning is far less convinc-
ing. In thinking about the future security en-
vironment, unknowns predominate:

▼ What role will the United States play?
▼ What are the threats?
▼ Who will have the capabilities and the

will to challenge our interests?
▼ How much of the budget will be dedi-

cated to defense?

Given the scope of such uncertainties, it
is hardly surprising that senior decisionmak-
ers are finding scenario-based planning a less
than credible device for sizing and shaping
future forces.2 The need for long-range plan-

ning has increased even as the un-
certainties of the post-Cold War era
make our ability to conduct it
more difficult. As the world’s pre-
eminent military power, we no
longer have a single threat to drive
innovation. Bureaucratic momen-

tum alone will lead us to retain capabilities
that won the last war. Declining budgets and
reduced force structures—coupled with the
increased tempo of peacetime commit-
ments—will only reinforce the preoccupa-
tion with current problems to the exclusion
of preparing for tomorrow’s conflict. Deci-
sions which affect the future of the Armed
Forces then will be based upon near-term
considerations, increasing the risk that we
will possess the wrong capabilities for the
battlefield of the 21st century.

A New Approach
Despite uncertainty over where and when

or against whom we might use force, we still
can think about how it might be used. Dur-
ing the mid-1970s the United States could
not anticipate the 1991 war with Iraq; but
based on analyses of the Vietnam conflict
and the Arab-Israeli war of 1973 we per-
ceived the need to penetrate heavy, inte-
grated air defenses. This resulted in what
Secretary of Defense William Perry called
“offset strategy,” which emphasized among
other things stealthy aircraft and suppres-
sion of enemy air defense (SEAD).3 We need

to institutionalize this kind of thinking
about long-term needs. Instead of focusing
on where or when force may be used, which
is what scenarios tend to do, we should de-
termine what capabilities are needed to cope
with generic contingencies. The key is to au-
thoritatively identify the future missions of
the Armed Forces.

How far ahead should we look? Choos-
ing an appropriate timeframe is critical. It
should reach far enough into the future that
if we want a new class of capabilities there is
enough time to acquire it. But it also must
be close enough that if we do want new ca-
pabilities, we can start to take action. This is
relevant planning. If the planning process is
not connected to resource decisions it is
merely an academic exercise.

Without threat-based obsolescence, age
and sustainability are likely to determine a
weapon system’s life expectancy. Decisions
made under the current Five-Year Defense
Plan (FYDP) will be far-reaching, because
today’s systems may remain in service over
forty years. For example, the F–111 aircraft is
still projected to be in service well into the 21st

century, fifty years after the tactical fighter ex-
perimental (TFX) program began; many M1A2
tanks in service during the second decade of
the 21st century will be thirty years old; and
the average Spruance-class destroyer in 2015
will be over thirty-five years old. This trend is
so pervasive in post-Cold War planning that
an analysis by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD) indicates that only about one-
quarter of the major systems deployed in 2011
will have been programmed after the five-year
plan for FY94–FY99.4

Moreover, this trend will be true for peo-
ple, too. In large part, the perceptions and
skills of those who will lead the military of
2010 have already been set. For instance, the
class of 1994 will be squadron, battalion,
and ship commanders in 2014; the individ-
ual who is Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff will have entered the force around
1980; and fully one-third of the officers of
2010 will have been commissioned before or
during the current FYDP. Decisions made in
one FYDP, if executed as planned, will
largely determine capabilities for at least two
additional FYDP periods. The current five-
year plan, however, only projects programs,
forces, and budgets out six years, to the end
of this century. Clearly, greater attention
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should be given to the period 18 to 20 years
out, since decisions today will determine al-
most 75 percent of the force structure in
2010–15. Therefore the timeframe selected
for the OSD analysis was 2011 since it was
exactly three FYDPs (18 years) away from
the starting point of our long-range plan-
ning effort in June 1993.

Mission-Pull
The key to effective planning at a time

of declining resources and uncertainty about
threats and strategies is to think long
range—particularly regarding missions.
What decisionmakers need, therefore, is a
means to develop a common understanding
of future missions and then to apply this un-
derstanding to decisions made today. The
mission-pull approach began with a survey
of work by futurologists and long-range
planners to identify probable operating envi-
ronments in which the Armed Forces could
be employed in 2011.5 As indicated in the
accompanying figure, the favorites of many

futurologists—for example, a new Soviet
Union or cyberwar—are more likely to
emerge in the second decade of the 21st cen-
tury, not by 2011. It would take time and ef-
fort to weaponize new technology and over-
come current U.S. military advantages,
especially in light of the fact that we are
now spending more on defense than the
next eight highest spending countries com-
bined. Each operating environment was de-
fined according to three factors:

▼ future threat environments—specific opera-
tional contexts broadly encompassing a range of
enemy capabilities—conventional and, when appro-
priate, weapons of mass destruction (WMD)—and
conditions imposed by the physical environment

▼ future missions—future operational objec-
tives to be accomplished by military forces

▼ critical tasks—key activities necessary to
successfully execute a future mission.6

Assessing the relative difficulty of per-
forming missions and associated critical
tasks is vital to mission-pull since it is the
principal means of determining the ultimate
effectiveness of proposed capabilities. In an
era of declining resources it is not enough
simply to avoid acquiring redundant or un-
necessary capabilities; we also cannot afford
to buy ineffective capabilities, that is, capa-
bilities that cannot accomplish the critical
tasks needed to achieve future missions.

The Process Counts
The mission-pull approach provides an

analytic tool for rigorously defining future
military missions. In sum, it disaggregates
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the 2011 security environment into 12 oper-
ating environments, over 60 military mis-
sions, and over 200 critical tasks.7 Although

the analytic effort in creat-
ing our mission grids is in-
structive—if only to clarify
how future conflicts are
likely to be fought—the key
to making mission-pull an
effective tool is to incorpo-
rate it in the policymaking

process. Decisions about capabilities are
made in many circles in the Pentagon, of
which the Defense Review Board, Defense
Acquisition Board, and Joint Requirements
Oversight Council are the most authorita-
tive. While competing proposals should be
judged on their ability to accomplish the
mission, neglecting to define the mission

will result in proponents of a given proposal
shaping the mission to fit it.

During the Cold War the ubiquitous So-
viet threat provided some discipline to the
process, though the form of that threat pro-
jection often masked a struggle between
competing force structure or weapons sys-
tem proposals. From a planning perspective,
there is no consensus on the American role
in the post-Cold War world, nor on that
which the Armed Forces should play in sup-
port of yet undefined national security inter-
ests. Just as after World War II, this will take
years to develop.

What defense planners can do, however,
is to suboptimize by building a consensus
around missions so that a future President
can have effective options for dealing with
security challenges in 2011. This is a point
that bears repeating in a slightly different
way—a lack of foresight today will limit the
strategic alternatives of a future President. If
the uncertainty of the post-Cold War era
makes it difficult to predict what our 2011
national security strategy will be, our near-
term task should be to preserve future mili-
tary options by making decisions to acquire
or retain effective capabilities to execute the
missions of tomorrow, not those of today or
yesterday.
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Authoritatively defining future missions
is not a trivial pursuit, because the stakes for
both the services and defense agencies are
high. In a sense DOD would be trying to
build a consensus on a yardstick that mea-
sured competing proposals for requirements.
A Defense Futures Working Group, chartered
by the senior leadership—the Secretary and
Deputy Secretary of Defense and the Chair-
man and Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff—and comprised of OSD, Joint Staff,
and service planners, would develop and co-
ordinate a set of mission grids which opera-

tionally define the security envi-
ronment of 2011. The resulting
product would be approved defi-
nitions of future missions, in-
cluding critical tasks to be ac-
complished for mission success;

this would constitute a common future-ori-
ented framework for decisionmakers.

Underlying a host of unresolved post-
Cold War debates about the future has been
the lack of formal consensus on capabilities.
The mission-pull approach provides a basis
for planners and decisionmakers to think
long-range about missions and, ultimately,
future capabilities; but the true added value
of developing definitions of missions can be
identified in discrete terms. First, clearly de-
fined missions are goals that the services can
use to direct long-range planning. This
would replace a situation in which each ser-
vice shapes long-range planning to coincide
with its self-defined identity (such as the

maritime role of the Navy or the expedi-
tionary role of the Marines). Second, an
approved list of missions could guide tech-
nological investments as declining resources
limit possible technological applications. For
at least the next twenty years this approach
can drive the majority of technological in-
novations.8 Third, future missions are start-
ing points for defining roles and missions.
Since missions provide a joint, integrated,
long-range vision for the services, they can
serve as the basis for competition.

Roles and Missions
Most would agree that roles should be

assigned on the basis of future missions
rather than on those of the Cold War. The
first obstacle is semantic. The terms roles,
functions, and missions each have specific
meanings as discussions in these pages have
indicated.9 But the term mission is widely
used to suggest more than a CINC’s mission.
The mission-pull approach, for instance,
uses it more familiarly in references to oper-
ational objectives to be achieved sometime
hence. The consequence is that the debate
over roles and missions often does not focus
on the central issue, a tenet of mission-pull:
that roles, functions, and missions cannot be
appreciated without grasping what tomor-
row’s operational missions are likely to be.
The corollary is that once missions are iden-
tified the capabilities needed to perform
them must be acquired while unnecessary or
redundant capabilities are discarded. Capa-
bilities must be defined in terms of accom-
plishing missions.

Selecting capability areas, then, is the
next step in applying the mission-pull ap-
proach to an analysis of roles and missions.
Each area should reflect projected capabili-
ties needed to carry out the missions of
2011. Defining areas on the basis of future
missions with associated critical tasks will
provide a way of determining whether cur-
rently programmed forces can perform the
missions and whether forces that may later
be available can perform them. This ap-
proach highlights an oft-neglected aspect of
the roles and missions debate, namely, that
it is not enough to avoid buying redundant
or unnecessary capabilities; we must also, as
stated earlier, avoid ineffective capabilities.

M u r d o c k

capabilities must be 
defined in terms of 
accomplishing missions

Operating Environments of 2011

Type Description

economic warfare military operations in support of or defending against economic war

Restore Comfort humanitarian aid in ethnic conflict or rogue states

counterterrorism offensive and defensive operations against terrorism

Just Cause replacement of illegitimate foreign regime

peoples war rural-based insurgency

Sarajevo urban guerrilla warfare

Yongbyon military operations against WMD facility

Tel Aviv regional defense in WMD environment

Taiwan Straits “blue water” conflict to deter invasion of third country

Strait of Hormuz littoral warfare

MRC major regional conflict in WMD environment

homeland defense defense of CONUS against full threat spectrum
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We used four criteria in defining capa-
bility areas: collectively, they must be com-
prehensive (theoretically offer capabilities to
perform a range of missions), comparable
(have similar levels of aggregation), distinct
(represent qualitatively different aspects of a
force and minimize the overlap between
areas), and unconstrained (disregard fiscal or
technological limits). Previous studies also
were reviewed.10 It was determined that
some force qualities previously designated as
functional areas—especially readiness and
command and control—were common to all
areas and should be treated as inherent to
them. Ten tentative areas were selected
which represented a broad set of capabilities
that taken together define the qualities
needed by the Armed Forces of 2011:

▼ deep strike
▼ nuclear strike
▼ land combat
▼ force projection and sustainment
▼ air combat
▼ space operations
▼ sea combat

▼ information operations
▼ forcible entry
▼ missile and WMD defense.

These areas, however, represented only
the first step in providing a framework in
which to aggregate over sixty missions and
two hundred critical tasks identified in
twelve future operating environments. Each
area had to be divided into mission areas or
groups which together represent a key com-
ponent of the capability. Only then was it
found that the level of aggregation allowed
for both a manageable and meaningful anal-
ysis of capabilities across future operating
environments.

One example of this process is the capa-
bility area of forcible entry. Analysis derived
four areas: force deployment, insertion of
forces, conduct of offensive operations, and
transition to next phase. Of the four mission
areas, insertion of forces was used to illus-
trate the process. Once this area was se-
lected, we surveyed matrices developed for
each of the future operating environments
to select those missions which relate to in-
serting forces. The related critical tasks for

L O N G - R A N G E  P L A N N I N G  

Illustration of Capability Area: Forcible Entry

Selected Mission Area: Insertion of Forces

Critical Tasks (highest rating)

Highly demanding tasks 
creating major problems for 
mission accomplishment
clear very shallow water and surface mines
acquire/neutralize intermingled targets
internal defense/guerrillas
provide ballistic missile defense
secure airfields/ports/roads and logistic sites
find and clear land mines
conduct ground reconnaissance
find and neutralize C 3

locate all critical facilities/materials
coordinate air/land/sea interdiction
destroy hostile weapons of mass destruction

launchers
defeat satellite surveillance
detect and defend against biological and 

chemical weapons
defeat shore gun batteries
locate supply caches

Difficult tasks requiring 
significant attention for 
mission accomplishment
destroy heavy weapons
gain and maintain air superiority
capture/secure entry and exit points
attack/destroy ground forces
prevent external interference
detain prisoners of war
find and defeat armor
defend against cruise missiles and precision 

guided munitions
attain information supremacy
provide fire support for forces ashore
reach strategic value targets
maintain interoperability with allied forces
interdict enemy supply
identify in-country destination

Tasks that will exist
collect, analyze, and disseminate intelligence
protect support ships
conduct show of force or demonstration
isolate borders and lines of communication
identify access and egress routes
maintain surveillance of remote access and 

egress routes
track/escort incoming vehicles
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each mission, with associated ratings on the
level of difficulty, also were selected. The
tasks then were organized by the assigned
degree of difficulty.

Similar assessments of all mission areas
of each capability area would provide a
complete, in-depth analysis of the capabili-
ties which the Armed Forces of 2011 will re-
quire. Such a rigorous analysis is necessary
to address the tough roles and missions de-
cisions which face defense officials today.
The assessments might answer vital ques-
tions such as: are we investing in capabili-
ties that are effective or ineffective, com-
plementary or redundant, necessary or
irrelevant? The answers, in turn, could be
used to address questions on whether the
services can provide effective capabilities for
future missions. Most importantly, the mis-
sion-pull approach offers a rigorous method
for the services and defense agencies in
their competition for roles and functions on
the basis of the ability to execute opera-
tional missions effectively. JFQ
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